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Made in Peru and L.A.

Embroidered 100% 
Pima Cotton + Silk
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Inspired by a first and last corporate job in Dubai, and words.

It takes a graceful type of resistance, and a 'no thank you' to society, to go against what people in your life advise you to 
do, and instead do the unprecedented.

Those who advise you on career and life paths may have the best of intentions, they may be the most experienced people in 
their fields, watching out for your best interests. The wealthiest. The smartest. The most practical. None of that matters to 
the individual who has a fear of missing out on their own life. A fear of postponing their freedom.

The idea of postponing your freedom applies to any and every part of life. From postponing your ideal job, to not 
actioning what you believe in socially, politically, or in your personal life.  So many times a day I hear people say they will 
do what they love or make the change later when its easier because breaking out from the norm is not always socially 
accepted.  If it were easy and accepted, everyone would do it. Instead, most follow the easy and accepted paths the past has 
paved.

 

The Living A,F Features encourage the message of our brand and spotlight people who aren't postponing their freedom, 
with an emphasis on career. We have social goals to connect dreamers with professional mentors in order to realize their 
potential strategically.  

 A,F aims to support, and inspire the ones who go against conventional routes with a full heart and a bold 'no thank you', 
as well as the ones who are scared to. By inspiring people, you?ve provoked them to motivate themselves. 

The Baby Gir l Tee

1. 
Don't Postpone Your Freedom, Baby Girl Tee

This phrase is Also, Freedom?s brand slogan. It is the most important part of the brand. ?Don?t Postpone 
Your Freedom? refers to not tolerating a life you aren?t passionate about with a focus on career and personal 
life. It is bluntly telling the world that it is not normal to be unhappy, and to go ahead and pursue your 
freedom.   

Living 
A,F 

Dahlia Hage
Creative Director/ Founder

 Don't Postpone Your  Freedom. 
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3.  

Woman, Baby Girl Tee

Renaissance Woman 

The uncoined, uniconic, unknown, unrepresented perspective on the classical and established 
term, Renaissance Man, which was established in the Renaissance Period.   

 

  

2.  

Elle, Baby Girl Tee

Individuelle 

The term, ?Individuelle? is a graceful and nonchalant French term that 
peels off feminine societal and social labels and expectations, 
replacing them with our own insulation of what it means to be a 
woman.  
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4.  

Non Grata, Baby Girl Tee + Unisex Tee

Persona Non Grata 

?Persona Non Grata? is a reference to ostracized people in 
politics while bringing the meaning to life once more in current 
events and cultural climates. 10% of Proceeds go to War Child. 

 

  

5.  

Elle, Painted Baby Girl Tee

Individuelle 
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7.
On Ice, Baby Girl Tee

?Come quickly, I am tasting the stars!? ?Dom Perignon 

This was the moment Dom Perignon discovered his 
world-renowned champagne. Dom Perignon?s quote is a 
relatable, and dare we say bubbly, way to identify with doing 
what you love.  

 

  

6.  

On Ice, Baby Girl Tee Black

?Come quickly, I am tasting the stars!? ?Dom Perignon 
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8. 

Meet me in the Milky Way, Baby Girl Tee Back 

?Meet me in the Milky Way? is a lighthearted way of saying, 
?I recognize you?re a dreamer too, come meet me where we 
can be safe and dream without criticism or setbacks.? 

 

 

  

9. 

Meet me in the Milky Way, Baby Girl Tee Black 

?Meet me in the Milky Way? is a lighthearted way of saying, 
?I recognize you?re a dreamer too, come meet me where we 
can be safe and dream without criticism or setbacks.? 
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11.  

Flip it and Reverse it, Baby Girl Tee

?Women should be obscene, not heard.? -Groucho Marx 

The quote "Women should be obscene, not heard" was said by 
the famous actor and comic Groucho Marx, and is a light but 
poignant play on words of the sexist and demeaning Victorian 
expression, "Women should be seen, not heard.?  

 

  

10. 

Meet me in the Milky Way, Baby Girl Tee Front
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13.  

Fitzgerald, Baby Girl Tee

?When we run out of handkerchiefs, 
it?s darn near time something?s done.? 
-F.S. Fitzgerald 

This quote was taken out of F. Scott 
Fitzgerald?s novel, ?Beautiful and the 
Damned?, it describes a moment 
where the world at that time wasn?t 
entirely stable. Meanwhile, his 
aff luent character, which was based 
on himself, ran out of handkerchiefs. 
At this point, he determined that 
finally the turmoil has hit close 
enough to his personal comfort that he 
should finally take action. This is a 
lighthearted jab at the way people 
don?t take world issues seriously until 
it affects them and their daily routine 
and comforts.  

 

  

12.  

Pangaea, Baby Girl Tee

Multi-Language Don?t Postpone Your Freedom 

Written in multiple languages, we want to make sure every continent can come 
together again and put their freedom first. This phrase is Also, Freedom?s brand 
slogan. It is the most important part of the brand. ?Don?t Postpone Your Freedom? 
refers to not tolerating a life you aren?t passionate about with a focus on career and 
personal life. It is bluntly telling the world that it is not normal to be unhappy, and to 
go ahead and pursue your freedom.  
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15.  

Petit Prince, Baby Girl Tee

?L?essentiel est invisible pour les yeux.? 

-Antoine de Saint-Exupéry 

This is a quote from a book called Le Petit Prince, 
which is about a young boy who lives away from 
earth and works out concepts that adults overlook. 
This particular one expresses that what is really 
important in life is not material, or even physical. 
The important aspects of life are felt instead of 
seen.  

14.  

Lao, Baby Girl Tee

?Because she competes with no one,

no one can compete with her.? - Lao Tzu 

This phrase simply captures the notion of confidence in one?s own 
path. Anyone who minds their own business and only works on 
themselves is running a race by themselves. You can?t lose a race with 
someone else if you understand that no two paths or races are 
comparable.   
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17.  

 A Sprinkle of Humanity, Baby Girl Tee

The ?Sprinkle of Humanity Tee? is a private reminder to have a sense of 
care and wonder for other people throughout your day. No one will know 
what it means, until your actions speak for themselves.  

 

  

16.  

 A Sprinkle of Courage, Baby Girl Tee

The ?Sprinkle of Courage Tee? imposes 
on you a secret empowerment throughout 
the day while knowing that the stars 
represent that sprinkle of courage you 
need to accomplish anything you want.    
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18.  

Flutter of Freedom, Baby Girl Tee
 

The ?Flutter of Freedom Tee? is a tap on the 
shoulder giving you the perspective to realize you 
are free to make your own choices at any point 
throughout your day. People don?t always realize the 
power of choice.  

19.  

 Head in the Clouds, Baby Girl Tee

The ?Head in the Clouds Tee? is most 
importantly a compliment, and daily dose of 
that unexplainable feeling you get when you 
know you?re different from the rest in your 
capacity for dreaming far and wide.   
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20. 
Don't Postpone Your Freedom, Baby Girl Tee Black

This phrase is Also, Freedom?s brand slogan. It is the most important part of the brand. 
?Don?t Postpone Your Freedom? refers to not tolerating a life you aren?t passionate about 
with a focus on career and personal life. It is bluntly telling the world that it is not normal 
to be unhappy, and to go ahead and pursue your freedom.  

21. 
Don't Postpone Your Freedom, Baby Girl Tee Beige
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The Unisex Tee

22.  

The Universe Unisex Tee

?Listen, there?s a hell of a good universe next door, let?s go.? ?E.E. Cummings 

E.E. Cummings? quote is a whimsical way of saying let?s escape this world of stale 
thinkers and create a new open world that we can build and nurture ourselves.  

23.  

The On Ice Unisex Tee

?Come quickly, I am tasting the stars!? ? Dom Perignon 

This was the moment Dom Perignon discovered his world-renowned champagne. Dom 
Perignon?s quote is a relatable, and dare we say bubbly, way to identify with doing 
what you love.   
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24.  

Flip it and Reverse it Unisex Tee

?Women should be obscene, not heard.? ? Groucho Marx 

The quote "Women should be obscene, not heard" was said by the famous actor and comic 
Groucho Marx, and is a light but poignant play on words of the sexist and demeaning 
Victorian expression, "Women should be seen, not heard.?  

25.  

The Strength Unisex Tee

?They tried to bury us, they didn?t know we were seeds.? -Dinos Christianopoulos 

This is a phrase that raises arm hairs and starts revolutions. It essentially means that 
people who are being oppressed can gain even more strength and vigor to their cause 
by being opposed, that they come out stronger and fiercer. All the meanwhile, the 
oppressor thinks they had silenced the people.  
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27.  

The Reality Unisex Tee

?Few people have the imagination for reality.? ? J.W. von Goethe 

This J.W. von Goethe quote pokes at the human instinct to make corrections. 
Ordinarily, imaginations are used for creative projects and ideas that are not associated 
with daily life. However, J.W. von Goethe is nudging that what really needs creativity to 
navigate is everyday life.  

26.  

Do it Unisex Tee

?Be unrealistic.? ?Mr. Williams 

A wrestling coach, a dad, a husband, a 
psychology teacher. The founder?s 
high school psychology teacher. Mr. 
Williams, always gave this piece of 
advice to his students. What does 
realistic really mean? It means to do 
things that have been done and proven 
before or doing things that the general 
public agree with as the right choice. 
If you do what the general public 
always does, you too will blend and 
become part of the general public.    
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28.  

Not Today Unisex Tee

?I?ve had a perfectly wonderful evening, but this wasn?t it.? ? A.E. Thomas  

This A.E. Thomas quote has an array of interpretations, the first being a 
sarcastic, comedic line to use at any party. Another interpretation is simply that 
you would rather be doing something else more meaningful to you than being 
out and about with people who may not understand you.   

29.  

Non Grata, Painted Unisex Tee

Persona Non Grata 

?Persona Non Grata? is a reference to ostracized people in politics while 
bringing the meaning to life once more in current events and cultural climates. 
10% of Proceeds go to War Child. 
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The French Terry Sweatshirt

30.  

Don't Sweat Your Freedom French Terry

The Stone Washed Silk Slip

31.  

Liberated Silk Slip

with embossed 

"Don't Postpone Your Freedom" text detail 
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The Wrap Dress

32.  

Well Adjusted Wrap Dress

with embroidered detail

Wholesale Contact:
Noella Showroom

info@noellashowroom.com
+1 213 489 6621

Brand Contact:
Dahlia Hage

dahlia@alsofreedom.com
www.alsofreedom.com


